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Beyond wrongful trading: remaining
risks and responsibilities
Although the announcement by the UK government of an initial three-month
suspension of wrongful trading provisions from 1 March 2020 has been welcomed
as introducing breathing space for boards of directors facing unprecedented
uncertainty arising out of the COVID-19 crisis, the majority of the insolvency
legislation remains in force and unchanged. Aside from the provision on
fraudulent trading and director disqualification orders, the duty to consider
the interests of creditors once directors know or should know that the company is
or is likely to become insolvent remains and may even present a greater risk
of personal liability.

INTRODUCTION

n

Although the suspension of wrongful
trading provisions (ss 214 and 246ZB
of the Insolvency Act 1986) was intended to
give boards and directors greater confidence
to use their best endeavours to continue to
trade through the COVID-19 pandemic,
the UK government has elected to keep
most other provisions in place, to ensure
the continued existence of proper checks
and balances.
While reference has been made to the
provision relating to fraudulent trading
and to disqualification orders in that
regard, a more obvious source of risk and
responsibility is the duty imposed by s 172
of the Companies Act 2006 to consider the
interests of creditors and to make decisions
which are considered, in good faith, to
promote the success of the company in light
of that duty.
Pending the outcome of the appeal to
the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal’s
decision in BTI 2014 LLC v Sequana SA
[2019] EWCA Civ 112 provides that this
duty arises as soon as directors know, or
ought to know, that the company is or is

likely to become insolvent. In short, the
duty and, consequently, the risk of personal
liability, is triggered at an earlier stage than
liability for wrongful trading, which turns
on the identification of a point at which
there was no reasonable prospect of the
company avoiding insolvent liquidation.
Moreover, the nature of the duty remains
unclear, as does the question of the extent
to which it gives rise to a subjective test even
where the interests of creditors are at stake.

FRAUDULENT TRADING
The provision imposing personal liability
on directors for fraudulent trading (ss 213
and 246Z of the 1986 Act) and the threat
of disqualification (under the Companies
Directors Disqualification Act 1986) were
the two laws expressly mentioned by the
government as provisions which remain
in force and which are intended to act as
an “effective deterrent” against director
misconduct.
In addition to attracting civil liability,
fraudulent trading is also (unlike wrongful
trading) a criminal offence under s 993
of the 2006 Act. Consequently, while its
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consequences are more severe, liability is
only triggered where the business of the
company was carried on either with the
intent to deceive and defraud creditors,
or for any other fraudulent purpose.
Dishonesty is an essential ingredient of
liability and must be established either
through a subjective intent to defraud, or
a reckless indifference as to whether or not
creditors are defrauded. While the wording
of s 213(2) refers to the need for any person
held liable to be a party to “the carrying on
of the business”, this provision extends to
“outsiders” who are neither directors nor
involved in the management of the company
whose business has been carried on with
intent to defraud. It can extend to creditors
of the company as well as banks, provided
again that there is actual evidence of
dishonesty (Bilta UK Ltd. v Natwest Markets
plc [2020] EWHC 546 (Ch)).
Although the financial turmoil
arising out of the pandemic may assist in
proving an actual (even demonstrable)
impossibility of repaying creditors, which
in turn could provide a building block in
proving the requisite dishonesty, mere
proof of a continuation of trading after
the company has become insolvent is
insufficient in and of itself to establish the
necessary intent. Thus, the reality is that
this provision should not cause a great
deal of concern to boards and directors
whose honest motivation is to weather
the storm and to save the company, even
where that objective proves impossible or
can even be demonstrated to have been
wholly unrealistic.
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KEY POINTS
Despite the universality of its application, the primary goal of the suspension is to avoid

premature insolvency filings by viable companies. Insolvency officeholders and courts will
be alive to the risk of the suspension being abused by companies which were struggling
even before the intervention of the pandemic.
Moreover, directors remain under a duty to consider the interests of creditors as part

of promoting the success of the company. That duty is triggered as soon as insolvency is
likely, yet its content and how it is to be reconciled with the overarching duty owed to
shareholders is the subject of considerable uncertainty.
As things stand, aside from continuously reviewing the financial position of the company,

directors would be well advised to carefully document the reasoning behind key decisions
and to treat the interests of creditors as paramount once the company faces actual or
imminent insolvency.
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THE DUTY TO CONSIDER CREDITORS
The duty to promote the success of the
company for the benefit of its member as
a whole under s 172 of the 2006 Act is
expressly (by virtue of s 172(3)) subject
to “any rule of law requiring directors,
in certain circumstances, to consider or
act in the interests of the creditors of the
company”. The question of when, and in
what circumstances, that duty arises was
recently considered by the Court of Appeal
in BTI v Sequana.
There were three key areas of common
ground between BTI and Sequana at first
instance, namely:
there is a single threshold for when the

duty arises and, once met, it applies to
all decisions taken by directors;
the content of the duty does not vary

according to the degree of risk of
insolvency; and
a failure to have regard to the interests

of creditors is not of itself a breach of
duty if the decision could reasonably
have been taken even if creditors’
interests were taken into account.
The main area of contention (on appeal
to the Supreme Court) is when the duty
arises. While it was agreed that something
short of actual insolvency sufficed to trigger
the duty, it was argued on behalf of BTI that
there was an obligation to consider creditors
any time there was a real, as opposed to
remote, risk to them, whereas Sequana
argued that the company had to be very close
to insolvency. Rose J at first instance rejected
that “real risk” sufficed and found that the
duty was triggered when a company was of
“doubtful solvency”. The Court of Appeal
agreed but clarified that the duty would arise
when the company is or is likely to become
insolvent, with likely in this context meaning
probable. It was further held that the focus
is on the degree of risk involved rather than
on timing: while insolvency has to be likely,
it does not have to be likely to occur in the
near future. Indeed, the duty to consider
creditors could arise even if the company
might be able to pay its debts as they fall due
for some time, and perhaps a considerable
time, to come ([219]).
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While the important question of the
nature of the duty was not before the Court
of Appeal, it is closely connected to (if not
dependent on) the issue of when the duty is
triggered. The earlier the duty is alleged to
be triggered, the stronger the argument that
its substance must vary. At one end of the
spectrum, a company may be on the brink of
hopeless insolvency such that it is arguable
that its assets should in effect be treated as
belonging to its creditors. At the other end,
a company may be viable and insolvency,
while presenting a real risk, is not a likely
outcome. In that latter case, there seems
to be no reason (whether as a matter of
principle or by reference to the statutory
language) why the interests of creditors
should be treated as paramount. Indeed,
in the present financial climate, where a
very large number of companies might
well be forced to concede the existence of a
real risk (or even likelihood) of insolvency
purely by virtue of the unprecedented level
of uncertainty, the imposition of a duty to
treat the interests of creditors as paramount
would plainly have a chilling if not stifling
effect on business and ultimately risk
undermining market recovery.
Returning to BTI v Sequana, the
concession that the content of the duty
imposed would not vary according to the
degree of risk of insolvency appears to have
been duly abandoned on appeal, as BTI
argued that the interests of creditors would
only be paramount where the company was
either insolvent or very close to insolvency.
Where insolvency was only a real risk (as
opposed to likely), it was argued that the
duty would involve taking into account
the interests of both shareholders and
creditors and, provided the decision was
reasonable, the fact that it put the interests
of creditors at risk would not constitute a
breach. This argument finds some support
in the statutory language, which refers to
the possibility of a duty to “consider or act
in the interests of the creditors”. However,
while the reference to good faith in s 172
has been held to give rise to a subjective test
focused on the honest belief of directors,
BTI’s reference to reasonableness suggests
the application of an objective test, which

under current caselaw has been reserved for
cases where the interests of creditors have
been overlooked and the court is in effect
tasked with the role of determining whether
this had any impact.
Although the Court of Appeal refused
to decide the question, which did not arise
on the facts before it, David Richards LJ
(who gave the only judgment) expressly
noted that many of the authorities spoke of
the interests of creditors being paramount
when the duty to take them into account
arose and that a reconciliation with the
duty to promote the best interests of the
company for the benefit of its shareholders
would present difficulties unless the former
were paramount. Nevertheless, the only
view which the Court was willing to express
was that “where directors know or ought to
know that the company is presently and
actually insolvent, it is hard to see that
creditors’ interests could be anything but
paramount” ([222]).
Consequently, and leaving aside the
fact that the decision on when the duty
is triggered may be overturned by the
Supreme Court, directors also face the
very important question of how the duty,
whenever it arises, is discharged. It is
currently unclear whether the interests of
creditors are to be treated as paramount
as soon as insolvency is likely or only upon
actual (and possibly imminent) insolvency.
Further, if the duty requires something
less than treating creditors’ interests as
paramount before actual or imminent
insolvency, that raises the question as to the
nature of that lesser obligation. As noted
above, where it can be demonstrated that
the interests of creditors were considered,
s 172(1) has been held to give rise to a
subjective test: the court will not replace
its judgment with that of the directors
so long as the directors honestly believed
their decision to be in the interests of the
company, having regard to the interests of
the creditors. However, it is wholly unclear
what a bona fide decision, for the benefit
of the company but with a consideration
of the interests of creditors, actually looks
like in practice. In particular, there are
plainly a number of situations in which
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the two will conflict. Where that is the
case, does the duty impose an obligation
to try to reconcile the two? Further, where
a reconciliation proves impossible, can
the duty be discharged by a consideration
of the interests of creditors, followed by
a decision that ultimately goes against
them? Assuming the interests of creditors
are not immediately paramount, the
second question must be answered in the
affirmative, at least in some cases. Equally,
there is plainly a distinction to be drawn
between genuine consideration and the
payment of lip-service. As noted above,
where there has been a failure to consider
the interests of creditors altogether, an
objective test is applied to the decision,
which is focused on its reasonableness;
whether a similar test will be adopted
even when there has been a consideration
remains to be seen.
Applying a test of reasonableness, or of
genuine consideration of creditors’ interests,
there are many possible scenarios where
a decision to continue trading, despite a
perilous financial position, could be based
on a genuine and reasonable belief that
the interests of all stakeholders (including
creditors) would be best served by that
approach. For example, where there are
ongoing negotiations to refinance, which
would remove the likelihood of insolvency
and enable trading to continue, it is difficult
to envisage a court being willing to second
guess that judgment provided the reasoning
is properly documented, and certainly not
where professional advice has been sought.
Moreover, in the same way that directors
have successfully defended liability for
wrongful trading by reference to potential
funding from an outside investor (see eg
Grant v Ralls [2016] EWHC 243 (Ch))
another possible legitimate consideration
in the current climate is the prospect of
further funding from the government or
other measures, such as rent suspension.
This may well be where the relevance of
viability comes to the fore and a distinction
falls to be made between companies facing
difficulties caused by the pandemic and
those with difficulties which pre-existed it.
While the trigger of the duty to consider

creditors is insolvency (including the
likelihood thereof), which is determined
by reference to a company’s cashflow and/
or balance sheet position, viability involves a
more complicated assessment which includes
a prediction as to the future. If there is an
honest belief, based on past profitability, that
the company is viable in the sense of capable
(albeit with external assistance) of surviving
the current turmoil and returning to profit,
it is arguable that both shareholders and
creditors would be best served by decisions
aimed at securing short-term survival,
whether through incurring further liabilities
or through securing existing borrowing in
circumstances where the alternative is a
withdrawal of support and liquidation (a
decision which was held not to amount to a
preference in Re M C Bacon [1990] BCC 78).
Where a company is already insolvent
or facing imminent insolvency, there is
also some uncertainty as to what treating
creditors’ interests as paramount amounts
to in practice. Some academic writers
describe it as entailing the adoption of a
custodial approach, characterised by riskaverseness and focused on a consolidation of
assets. Applying this to real-life scenarios,
a decision to draw down further funds
under a revolving credit facility in an
attempt to diversify or adapt in light of
the present conditions might be justifiable
(even advisable) from an entrepreneurial
point of view but is likely to be difficult
to reconcile with a custodial approach.
Another example is where key customers
default on payments, which in turn gives
rise to a choice between making a claim
under a trade credit insurance policy (which
will almost invariably include an obligation
to minimise loss and stop all supply to
the relevant customers) or carrying on
the relationship with the aim of securing
future business. A custodial approach
is likely to lead to a focus on the asset in
hand – the pay-out on the insurance claim
– rather than the uncertain prospect of
future business, which is dependent on the
survival of the relevant customers, whereas
a legitimate commercial or entrepreneurial
decision might well be to run that risk and
focus on the future.
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Ultimately, if creditors’ interests are to
be treated as paramount, rather than simply
included as one of several relevant factors
to consider, there is less scope for a test of
reasonableness to be applied and directors
are more likely to struggle to defend a
decision which demonstrably puts the
interests of creditors at risk.

CONCLUSION
Following the suspension of the wrongful
trading provisions, the risk of liability
for fraudulent trading is unlikely to be at
the forefront of the minds of directors or
those advising them. However, the need
to consider creditors under s 172 of the
2006 Act gives rise to a duty of much more
uncertain parameters and represents a real
and remaining risk of personal liability.
While careful documentation of decisions
and professional advice is likely to suffice
to discharge a duty to genuinely consider
the interests of creditors and/or to act
reasonably, a more rigid and exacting
duty to treat the interests of creditors as
paramount is triggered at least upon actual
cashflow or balance sheet insolvency (and
very possibly sooner) and may leave less
room for directors of viable companies
to continue to adopt an entrepreneurial
approach to survive the current crisis.  n
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